
Relays further clarification ....

We will make the following change--- non-conforming relays will be ranked separately from the 
relays conforming to the rules and will be awarded medals as well.  

Example: 15 team entries are received for  13-14 boys  200 free relay.... 9 of them conform to USA 
swimming rules, meaning they consist of all 13-14 boys, who are all representing the same team for the 
meet. The other 6 are non-conforming for various reasons (age ups, swimmers from multiple teams, or 
mixed-gender). They will be seeded together, compete side by side, but non-conforming relays will be 
marked as exhibition. The results will list the conforming teams-in this example- 1st through 9th, and 
below those results the non-conforming teams would be listed in order of finish – in this example 1st 

-6th .   Two sets of medals will be awarded for 13-14 boys relays one for the conforming relays and one 
for the non-conforming relays. As stated in the format ---only conforming relays will score points—this 
part will not change.

So those of you from Texas who are all scrambling to switch teams because our rules are different than 
you are used to....the above change should appease you and allow you to stay with you current team (if 
you e-mailed us to change teams so you could be on a medaling relay---we will “undo” your team 
change if you so desire).

(so the only change from the explanation published earlier is that we will be giving out more medals-1-
3 for conforming and 1-3 for exhibition/non-conforming relays).

Background for this decision – if you care to read more.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
It has been very obvious in the preparation stages for this meet, that each State Games has their own 
way of running things.  Some obvious differences are due to pool limitations....some states have yards 
meets, some have meters meets, some have open water swimming events, some have 50's  offered for 
every age group, and some don't.. . . some allow USA Swimming members and some don't, some have 
masters divisions, some don't... ...Each State Games meet is very     different. AND many of you are used 
to different rules depending on your state.

In California we not only allow, but encourage, USA swimming members to compete. (this may or may 
not be the case in your state). The meet being hosted this weekend is a combination of the California 
State Games and the State Games of America. 

The meet is run in accordance with USA Swimming rules.  USA swimming rules do not allow for a 
person to compete for team A in their individual events and then be on a relay with members from team 
B. That's what we're used to. That's the way everyone understands it....those are the rules.

This seems not to be the case in Texas... which seems to be in an uproar because they are used to other 
rules in this situation. We are not trying to exclude, we are trying to include more participation by 
allowing exhibition (non-conforming) relays in the first place.  I've been basically yelled at by many 
individuals from Texas who apparently operate under different rules.

It certainly doesn't seem fair that four 13-14 year old boys from the same team... Team A in colorado 
should have to compete for the same medals against any four 13-14 year olds who want just to get 
together for a relay and are representing different teams at the meet. Team A vs Texas....that's what 
doesn't seem right.



It's just not allowed here in California because it's not allowed in USA swimming....Here, you have 4 
kids – same sex – same age group – same team or the relay is not an “official” relay. As much as Texas 
is used to their way, we are used to our way. From day one, the very first paragraph of the meet format 
has stated we will follow USA swimming rules.

THIS IS NOT A LAST MINUTE CHANGE AS I/WE HAVE BEEN ACCUSED OF. Until we 
started getting questions from Texas regarding mixing kids from other teams, it wasn't even a 
thought...OF  COURSE that's not allowed, is an immediate reaction to anyone following USA 
swimming rules.   What was put up yesterday was an clarification of a rule that we have always 
followed, that is apparently different elsewhere. 

By allowing exhibition relays at all, we are loosening what we are used to in CA.

But because we understand that many of you traveling here (especially from Texas) have arranged to 
travel here under what you assumed would be the same as you have been used to in your state games 
meet....  in other words you swam a relay at your state games meet with 4 swimmers that came from 
different teams, and were told “that relay is qualified to swim at the state games of america”.....

I think the uproar is not over whether they can swim (we said they could), but whether they could 
medal. 

This meet is about rewarding and recognizing kids for competing...the problem obviously comes from 
different rules being used in different state meets.

So here are the slightly revisedrules we will use for all non conforming relays...

relays with:
swimmers representing different teams will be marked as exhibition. But seeded within their age group, 
swim with the conforming relays, but awarded medals separately.

Swimmers with mixed -gender in the same age group will be seeded as exhibition relays as follows:
 3 male + 1 female – seeded with male relays
2 male + 2 females – seeded with male relays
1 male + 3 females – seeded with female relays

with mixed ages will be seeded as exhibition as follows:
--seeded with the corresponding highest age group represented in the relay...
2 – 11 yr olds, 1 –14 year old , and 1—16 year old... seeded with 15-18 yr old relays

(if the above relay is mixed-gender as well it will then conform to the mixed-gender seeding procedure 
above)...example: of the 2-11 yr old + 1—14 yr old + 1—16 yr old relay listed above...2 are girls and 
two are boys they would be seeded with the 15-18 boys relays

From what I can tell, Texas is the only state where this has been an issue.


